Speech synthesis has reached a reasonable high quality in recent years. However, there is still room for improvement in terms of naturalness and expressiveness when dealing with large multisentential discourse, since most text-to-speech synthesizers do not fully take into account the prosodic differences that have been observed in discourse units such as paragraphs. This work presents an implementation of paragraph-based prosodic patterns into the open-source MARYTTS platform, enriching its prosody output by means of intra-and inter-paragraph prosodic features. The set of characteristics include pitch decay, pitch range and speech rate variation (as intra-paragraph features), as well as paragraph break pauses and speech rate variation (as inter-paragraph features), previously analyzed in a large set of TED Talks and read-speech sections of the Spoken Wikipedia Corpus. The perception tests, performed both in English and German parametric voices, suggest that paragraph-based features should be further studied and taken into account on future implementations to synthesize large discourse speech.
Introduction
Over last years, great efforts have been made on improving intelligibility naturalness of text-to-speech (TTS) systems in both unit selection and parametric voices, leaving to the machine learning and statistical models a leading role on prosody enhancement [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] . However, current state-of-theart speech synthesis systems still lack of fully naturalness and expressiveness to resemble human speech, especially in multisentential discourse. Several works in literature have proved the existence of supra-segmental prosody patterns in discourse segments, e.g. the declination of speaker's pitch through both intra-and supra-sentential units [9, 10, 11] , as well as in different speech styles [12] , or depending on sentence position within the paragraph [13] . However, TTS systems fail in taking these supra-segmental characteristics into account to achieve a higher naturalness in the output speech.
In this paper, we present a first step towards the implementation of supra-sentential prosody feature patterns in a conventional multilingual TTS system, specifically at the paragraph level. In order to do so, we took the supra-sentential prosody patterns found in [13] and we incorporated them into the MARYTTS open-source platform. We implemented our modifications in a way that they complement the rule-based approach of the platform, thereby we can evaluate the resulting synthesis before pulling out the creation of new parametric models including these features at the input set. In addition, we carried out a study to extend the results found in [13] looking for prosody feature patterns such as pitch reset and pause between paragraphs, or the speaker rate variation along paragraphs.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 overviews implementations on speech synthetic voices to improve prosody in a sentential and supra-sentential approach. Section 3 provides a detailed description of the groups of paragraph prosody features studied and implemented in this work. Section 4 describes the open-source MARYTTS current system and our modifications. In Section 5 we show the evaluation results and discussion. And in Section 6 we present the conclusions.
Related Work
Improvement in naturalness and expressiveness in TTS systems has generally been attempted by increasing prosody variability based on inferred affective states [13] . In [3] , a multiple linear regression model is presented to predict the most appropriate hidden Markov model (HMM) parametric voice style from a created set, and has also been implemented and evaluated including statistical models such as Gaussian mixture models (GMM) [2] . Moreover, the prediction of expressions from text and the synthesis of a particular expression have been integrated together [14] . In addition, prosody has been structured as a multi-level hierarchy for emotional speech synthesis [5] , and its correlation with both hierarchical information structure and discourse has also been analyzed for speech synthesis purposes [15, 16, 17] . However, the general trend is to work on sentence level. Even current works based on deep learning techniques perform at sentence level as well to improve speech synthesis quality [4, 6, 8] ; but there have been also attempts to work with prosody variations beyond the sentence, with the premise that a professional speaker modulates his voice from sentence to sentence [7] . Besides, different HMM topologies than conventional were trained using multiple-sentence short stories as utterances for sub-phonetic modeling in order to capture pronunciation variations [1] .
The need of new databases to work beyond sentential segments has also been shown in the literature [18] . In this light, it seems there is especially a trend towards audio-book datasets as most of them contain expressive large multi-paragraph recordings for building voices [19] or working on prosody variation [3, 14, 7] . To the best of our knowledge, no previous work presents an implementation of paragraph-based prosody patterns as presented in this work, which uses a rule-based approach in a parametric TTS system. This group of patterns is made up of the previous knowledge acquired in [13] , which already found prosodic features with consistent patterns depending on the paragraph location at sentence unit level. In there, the authors analyzed a corpus of TED Talks consisting of more than 1300 talks with a large variety of speakers, finding out that some of the extracted features could differentiate, with statistical significance, first, middle and last sentence positions within a paragraph. Those features were related to F0 and intensity, pitch range, and speech rate. However, 9th International Conference on Speech Prosody 2018 13-16 June 2018, Poznań, Poland the findings were not implemented in a TTS system to validate them perceptually (see [13] for a more detailed explanation). Therefore, we included mean pitch, pitch range and speech rate in the intra-paragraph prosody features group, in order to generate more natural and, in turn, expressive speech. In this work, we assume all paragraphs have the same behavior.
Inter-paragraph prosody feature patterns
We define as inter-paragraph prosody features the ones that vary between two consecutive paragraphs or according to the paragraph location. For the inter-paragraph feature set, we carried out a study to investigate possible prosody patterns beyond intra-paragraph structure, such as pitch resets and pauses between consecutive paragraphs. For this purpose, we used the Spoken Wikipedia Corpus 1 , a corpus of aligned spoken articles that includes English Wikipedia (SWC) from a diverse set of readers. We chose this corpus for the study because paragraph changes are very well defined. And although intra-paragraphbased patterns are taken from a more expressive corpus, we did not restrict the analysis to any speech style. Thus, we considered the SWC a good starting point to carry out a first analysis at inter-paragraph level.
We collected 40 multi-paragraph pieces of sections from different articles, obtaining a total of 117 paragraphs. Then we defined 3 different labels to categorize paragraphs: first (referred to the first paragraph of a text), middle (any paragraph between the first and the last one), and last. Therefore, paragraphto-paragraph breaks are labeled as: first-middle, middle-middle and middle-last. We divided the study into three approaches: 1) Local labeled features: Computation of averages of pauses and pitch resets (pitch difference between first word of the paragraph and last word of the previous paragraph) of all paragraph breaks of each category, and the average speech rate (words/sec) of all paragraphs of each category. 2) Local non-labeled features: Without considering the paragraph break label, we computed the correlation between paragraph pause break duration and intra-paragraph features of the current (and also the following) paragraph. Also, the correlation between inter-paragraph pitch reset and intra-paragraph features of the current (and the following) paragraph was computed.
Although we could observe some pause and pitch reset patterns throughout the labeled paragraph breaks from approach 1, we only found significance in the speaker rate increase from middle paragraph to the last (pair-test, p < 0.05). From the approach 2, we found a significant correlation of −0.183 (p < 0.05) between paragraph speech rate and its pause break duration at the end. These statistically significant patterns (see Figure 1) were also implemented together with the intra-paragraph prosodic patterns.
Implementation in MARYTTS 4.1. MARYTTS system overview

MARYTTS
2 is a multilingual client-server TTS platform with an open-source license, purely written in Java. It stands out (among others) in the ease of code accessibility and good organization of the TTS modules and their corresponding classes. To our purposes this was a clear advantage, as we needed to understand the architecture before implementing our modifications. Moreover, although the project was originally designed for the German language [20] , MARYTTS is currently a multi- language TTS that includes English, the language used for our previous analyses. The system has an internal representation language based on XML format, called MaryXML. So, all TTS modules contribute to the creation of the MaryXML file by adding on it the corresponding elements that give way to the synthetic voice. Current MARYTTS' way to treat a multi-paragraph input plain text is by splitting up its paragraphs (delimited by line breaks) at first when the server gets the request. Then, these paragraphs are processed one by one as independent input texts. At the end, the generated MaryXML file marks up the limits of each paragraph, which shows up the systems' awareness of multi-paragraph texts, but it is not fully reflected in the predicted prosody. A linear decay function implemented in the prosody module inserts a mean and range pitch attributes at every phrase in the MaryXML file in order to simulate the pitch and range decay along the paragraph. However, the pitch range set does not make any effect on the output, at least, when using parametric voices because there is no code to process it; thus, the pitch contour comes out quite flat. Besides, the boundary pause duration model only predicts a 400 ms duration for any boundary element. Our modifications and new implementations on MARYTTS have been performed preserving the original structure and logic of the system. The bold modules shown in Figure 2 are the ones that we modified, which are detailed in the following subsection.
Prosodic modifications 4.2.1. Prosody module
In the prosody module of MARYTTS, accents, boundary positions, tone and break indexes are set sentence by sentence in a rule-based approach using ToBI or GToBI (a German adaptation of ToBI) annotation, and they are added in the MaryXML file afterwards. These rules are located in another XML file, and each language has its own with their particular rules. Boundaries are set depending on the type of sentence and its location.
We have extended the boundary rules set to include more break index (bi) levels for paragraph breaks according to their position in the text: first-to-middle (bi=6), middle-to-middle (bi=7), middle-to-last (bi=8) paragraph, and end-of-text (bi=9). We also adapted the code to check which paragraph is being processed, thus, assigning to it the corresponding paragraph break index. Only for declarative end-of-paragraph sentences boundary rules were added to the English and German XML files.
Acoustic parameters module
Once, having the new break indexes, we could enrich the boundary model for pause duration prediction, which is required at this stage. These durations were set depending on the break in- 
Prosody element handler module
This module is a prosody post-processing before synthesis. Here we added two functions that follow the corresponding pattern behaviors of pitch range (Fig. 4a ) and speech rate (Fig. 4b) found in [13] , setting the parameter proportional values empirically. Both functions were implemented in a rule-based approach depending on the sentence location in the paragraph: first (first sentence), middle (any sentence between the first and the last), and last (last sentence). We considered pitch range as the difference between first and last F0 values of a sentence, then by controlling the F0 contour slope we could modify this difference. Speaker rate is adjusted by increasing or decreasing predicted phoneme durations proportionally. Moreover, the number of words were also taken into account to provide a certain bias over sentence length variation. The significant pattern shown in Figure 1a is also implemented by a factor parameter depending on the location of the paragraph.
Evaluation and Discussion
We designed a perception test to evaluate the implementations both in English and German languages. Although the presented analyses were performed in English, the modules we modified are generally used for all languages currently supported by the system, and only the new specific prosodic boundary rules for declarative German sentences had to be added. German was also evaluated in a twofold objective: (i) to see whether our implementations based on previous English analyses are suitable for other languages, (ii) to integrate it in the KRISTINA project, which uses a German MARYTTS parametric voice for its intelligent embodied conversation agent, being German one of the main supported languages [21] .
Since multi-paragraph perception tests can be difficult to assess due to samples length we selected for both languages no more than three texts. Two of them consisted of three paragraphs, and a third one of two paragraphs. English texts were taken from sections of Spoken Wikipedia Corpus articles not used in the inter-paragraph prosody features study, and the German ones from on-line local newspaper articles. Because the changes were not intended to produce a huge difference compared with the baseline synthesis, we chose samples with short paragraphs (3-4 sentences the longest paragraphs) to prevent subjects losing the objective of the evaluation. In total, 27 subjects took part in the experiment, and they were asked not to focus neither on intelligibility nor quality rather on the naturalness (How close the speaker is from human natural voice reading aloud) before starting.
The perception test consisted of two parts. First part was a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) for intra-paragraph prosody patterns evaluation. Only the largest paragraphs of each sample text were generated with both baseline system (BS) and baseline together with intra-paragraph prosody patterns (BS+IntraPP), thus, in total two versions of three paragraphs. The subjects evaluated in a 1-5 Likert scale (being 1 the worst and 5 the best) each version of each paragraph without the knowledge of what was which. The second part of the experiment was a pairwise test, which forced the subjects to decide between BS with or without adding together intra-and inter-paragraph prosody patterns (BS+IIPP). This time, the samples were the complete texts. The reason why we did not include inter-paragraph in the MOS was because we wanted the subjects to focus on the differences between baseline and modified synthetic voice with the intra-paragraph features. Otherwise they would probably have decided based on the inter-paragraph pauses, which is the most notorious feature. The parametric voices chosen to generate the samples are both feminine: cmu-slt-hsmm en US female hmm (English US) and bits1-hsmm de female hmm (German). The paragraph and complete text samples were about 30 seconds and 50 seconds long, respectively. The texts were shown next to the audio clips in the two tests. The overall results of the MOS test tell that the subjects preferred our modified version over the baseline with an 11% of relative difference in both languages (See Tables 1 and 2 ). We perceived the German parametric voice was richer in prosody and sounded smoother than the English, and the total baseline scores are consistent with such perception, showing a difference of 3.6% between German and English. Baseline got a better score only in the third paragraph of English voice evaluation, which was the longest. Also the deviations are generally high, probably due to subjects did not have any previous reference to compare with the test samples, so the scores vary a lot between each subject in each sample. The pairwise test results also show a preference to our version samples. The third text BS+IIPP generated version was the most agreed between the English test subjects, which contained the third paragraph that was low-scored in the MOS test. As expected, BS+IIPP version of German texts were chosen with a higher agreement than the English. Only the second text got a tie. 59% of subjects voted the BS+IIPP version in English, and 67% the BS+IIPP version in German. In summary, the results suggest an improvement over the baseline MARYTTS parametric English and German voices. But because our implementations have been performed at the rule-based post-processing level, the variability of the presented prosody feature patterns cannot be fully represented. That is why perhaps there were some disagreements, such as the mentioned case of the third English text, in which its inter-paragraph pause was probably more adequate for the subjects after a long paragraph. Or in the contrary, for the second German text, which both versions got the same votes, the paragraphs were short and they may needed shorter pauses. Moreover, intraparagraph feature patterns may vary depending on the specific text content or length, and we implemented a generic behavior for any case, which could even negatively affect the naturalness of the voice. For instance, although we followed a specific pattern found in a previous work to set a degree of pitch range and declination along a sentence, it might not be the same in each sentence location. Probably boundary pauses and pitch declination were the two features that stand out the most perceptually. However, these results will allow us to keep this line of research to find out more suitable ways on integrating supra-sentential patterns in a TTS system.
Conclusions
We have presented an implementation of paragraph-based prosody feature patterns in a conventional statistical parametric TTS with the aim to improve its naturalness. In particular, we took the results of a previous study [13] , where the authors found significant prosody patterns related to paragraph sentence location when analyzing a large speech corpus of TED Talks. These features are: speech rate, mean pitch, and pitch range, which we have grouped and called intra-paragraph-based prosody feature patterns. Moreover, we extended this idea and we carried out a study using the Spoken Wikipedia Corpora. We could find patterns with statistical significance, such as pause duration between paragraphs depending on the speech rate, and speech rate difference from middle paragraphs to last. So, we created another group: the inter-paragraph prosody patterns. Both groups have been implemented without modifying the MARYTTS architecture.
In general, the results of MOS and pairwise tests show a preference to our system version both in English as in German parametric voices. We found some limitations trying to implement these prosody patterns in a rule-based and post-processing approach, as there we could not cover the whole variability of the problem. However, based on the presented results and on the fact that we could find prosody patterns at inter-paragraph level, we are fully encouraged to continue in this research line. We aim to create parametric voices with complex statistical models that include new input features to deal with the presented prosody patterns.
